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Data is revolutionizing the automotive industry and a key 
area of competitive advantage is the platforms used for data. 
Hopsworks is an open-source horizontally scalable platform 
that supports the ingestion of data from many sources at scale, 
storage of massive volumes of data at low cost, processing that 
data both in real-time (streaming analytics) and offline (batch 
analytics), and using machine learning and deep learning to build 
predictive models in-place on the data. Hopsworks includes a 
unique multi-tenant security model and support for the most 
advanced machine and deep learning processing with GPUs.
 Hopsworks comes with a user-friendly web interface for running, managing, and accessing data and programs 
and supports secure 2-factor authentication as well as integration with authentication systems, such as LDAP, 
ActiveDirectory, OpenAuth-2. Internally, all communications between services is encrypted with TLS/SSL and 
data can be encrypted at rest, providing Enterprise-grade security for your data. Hopsworks is designed to enable 
UI-driven, secure collaboration between Data Owners, who are responsible (according to GDPR) for managing 
access to sensitive data, and researchers who wish to process that data. By default, researchers are prevented 
from importing data into or exporting data from sandboxed projects - projects are a mechanism to help ensure that 
sensitive medical data can be stored in a shared cluster, but only made accessible to those individuals who need 
the data when they need it.



Hopsworks’ Feature Store

Hopsworks’ Feature Store [SysML’19] is a new data layer in horizontally scalable machine learning pipelines that:

•  enables features to be discovered, analyzed, and reused across applications,

•  ensures consistency of feature engineering between training and model servicing, 

•  enables time-travel queries to read historical values for feature values (important to generate new training data), 

•  and helps ensure high quality feature data through integration with data validation tooling. 

In the Feature Store, Data Engineers typically have main responsibility for adding new features to the feature store. New features are 
added to meet new requirements from Data Scientists. However, if the feature is a simple SQL string for an external datastore, then 
Data Scientists can often handle such features themselves. Hopsworks supports the concept of projects. A project is a secure repository 
of data and code and members, where ach member has either a data owner role or a more restricted data scientist role. Each project 
can have its own FeatureStore. This way organizations can have a global feature store for less sensitive features (in a global project that 
all employees are a member of), while sensitive features can reside in a closed project with control over which users have access to the 
features. Features can be defined either in applications (Python/Scala/Java) or in the Hopsworks UI (for example, for simple features 
that are SQL queries on external databases). Feature data can be ingested using either a Python or Scala/Java API that takes a Pandas 
or Spark dataframe, and registers it as a FeatureGroup, along with user-supplied metadata for the features (name, description, etc). The 
data for a FeatureGroup needs to be validated using the Data Validation API before it is used by Data Scientists to create training data 
for models. Users can specify in the Hopsworks UI or in a data engineering application data validation rules to enforce expected values 
and ranges for features. Feature statistics can also be access via the Hopsworks UI or from Hopsworks’ REST API.
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Figure 5: Hopsworks’ Feature Store
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Scalability at Every Stage in a ML Pipeline

Hopsworks enables Data Scientists and Data Engineers to write ML pipeline code that can, without changes, scale from a 
single virtual machine on a laptop to a whole cluster. Every stage in a Hopsworks ML pipelines is horizontally scalable. ML 
pipelines will not bottleneck on Feature Engineering pipeline stages can be written with data parallel frameworks, including 
Spark, PySpark, and Beam/Flink. For backfilling training datasets, the Feature Store can be scaled to store PBs of data and 
run parallel jobs to quickly create training datasets in the file format of chioce for Data Scientists (.tfrecords, .numpy, .csv, 
.petastorm, .hdf5, etc). 

• Larger Datasets. Hopsworks’ distributed filesystem, HopsFS, also enables the efficient storage and processing of large 
datasets - from MBs to PBs in size. HopsFS is important in on-premises deployments, where no object store is avail-
able.  HopsFS has a HDFS API with native support in Spark, Beam/Flink, TensorFlow, Pandas, and PyTorch (through 
Petastorm).

• Parallel Experimentation. GPUs are an expensive resource, but Data Scientists are even more expensive Hopsworks 
enables the parallel execution of hyperparameter optimization experiments and ablation studies. The hops Python 
library uses PySpark to parallelize the hyperparameter trials in TensorFlow/Keras, and PySpark, and ScikitLearnpik. 

• Distributed Training. Hopsworks supports distributed training of models in TensorFlow and PyTorch, using PySpark 
to hide the complexity of setting up and managing the distributed ring of workers in CollectiveAllReduce. 

• Elastic Model Serving. Hopsworks uses Kubernetes to support the dynamic scaling up or down of the number of 
model serving servers used for a given model. This allows the amount of compute used for online models to be dynami-
cally sized to the needs of the online applications that use those models..
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Figure 3: Horizontal Scalability of ML Pipelines in Hopsworks can both increase Data Scientist productivity and 
reduce the time required to put models in production. as well as enabling the training of models on larger datasets.
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Commodity Hardware for 
Storage and Compute
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Storing large volumes of data and processing that data with 
lots of compute and GPUs (Graphical Processing Units) can be 
an expensive undertaking. Hopsworks is typically installed on 
commodity hardware and even commodity GPUs can be used for 
low cost Deep Learning.  

When companies and institutes purchase medical devices, such as NGS 
sequencing machines, additional money needs to be set aside to for the 
software and hardware costs, that can be significant if a traditional Enterprise 
IT company is involved. Hopsworks, however, is designed to work on on-
premises  hardware, and, in particular, commodity hardware. This can mean 
savings of 90% or more when purchasing PBs of commodity hard-disks 
compared to Enterprise storage applications. Similarly, when high-end GPUs 
are purchased for deep learning, the price can be significant. However, 
Hopsworks supports both Nvidia and AMD GPUs. For researchers, Nvidia 
commodity GPUs can be used for deep learning, while AMD have both lower 
cost Enterprise GPUs (MI50/MI60) and commodity GPUs (Radeon VII) that 
work seamlessly with TensorFlow. For example, switching out NVidia V100 
GPUs for Radeon VII GPUs would result in savings of about 90%.

Commodity hardware does not mean less reliability, as Hopsworks and its 
underlying services provide high availbility using software. So, if a host or hard 
disk or GPU dies, the Hopsworks platform will continue running as before, and 
the failed device can be replaced in the platform. Everything from the backend 
database (MySQL Cluster) to the filesystem (HopsFS) to the resource manager 
(YARN) to Kafka, Elasticsearch are all high availability services. 
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WHITE PAPERDynamic Role-based Access Control
 Multi-Tenant Projects with secure Dataset sharing

Hopsworks provides a new GDPR-compliant security model for managing sensitive data in a shared data platform. 
Hopsworks’ security model is built around Projects, which are sandboxes for data, and enable a data owner to allow 
Data Scientists process a dataset without being able to copy that data outside of the project or cross-link it with other 
data sources (outside of the project in question). This key capability is known in the security community as Dynamic 
Roles. 

In Hopsworks, sharing data does not involve copying data. Datasets can still be securely shared between projects, 
without the need for duplicating the dataset. In Hopsworks, thanks to a unified metadata layer, a Dataset is not just 
a directory in HopsFS, but also a Feature Store, a Hive databases, or a Kafka topic. That is, databases, feature stores, 
and Kafka topics are all multi-tenant - they are private to a project, but can also be securely shared between projects. 
Hopsworks implements its project-based multi-tenancy security model by internally using X.509 certificates for 
user authentication, with a new certificate created for every user in a project. 

Figure 2: Projects and Datasets are first-class entities. Files, databases,  
feature-stores, and Kafka topics can be shared between projects.
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Use Case: Scania
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Scania have been using Hopsworks for both Big Data Analytics and Deep Learning problems. Scania have been 
using Hopsworks at SICS ICE, configured using commodity servers, commodity GPUs, and designed to store PBs 
of data. The project-based multi-tenancy model enabled Scania to securely collaborate with external researchers 
at Frauenhoffer Chalmers who were given restricted access to datasets for processing and research:  “For security 
reasons, external researchers are not permitted to retrieve Scania data; however, a function in the Hopsworks platform 
used by D-ICE supports multiple users working with the same data... This is a high-performance collaboration platform 
with good support.” explains Sara Sylvan, project manager at Scania.
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Figure 1: Data Lake, Analytics, and Machine Learning in a Single Platform
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